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Abstract. We propose a novel reputation bootstrapping approach for
both composite and atomic services in service-oriented environments. We
consider multiple factors which may implicitly represent reputations of
new services. Our approach does not rely on empirical assumptions. In
contrast, we propose a data-driven method to determine how much a
factor can represent service reputation. The reputation-related factors
are modelled in a layer-based framework. This aims to quantitatively
describe the importance of factors in reputation bootstrapping. Further-
more, we define confidence to represent how reliable the bootstrapped
reputation of a new service is. We evaluate our approach based on a
real-world dataset. The experimental results demonstrate the feasibility
and outperformance of our approach.

1 Introduction

Reputation is an effective way to determine the performance quality of a ser-
vice based on prior performance experiences (or records). However, performance
experiences may not be always available when a new service emerges. Conse-
quently, its reputation cannot be assessed, and thus trust establishment between
consumers and the new service becomes challenging. Reputation bootstrapping
is a key enabler to assign appropriate initial reputations for new services.

Reputation bootstrapping has been extensively studied in the literature
[1,6,8,10,14,15]. These studies are typically based on particular empirical
assumptions in which the reputation of a new service can be extracted from
its inherent characteristics. For example, the approach proposed in [11] presents
that a new service provided by a reputable provider tends to offer good per-
formance. The approach proposed in [14] assumes that the reputation of a new
service may approach to those of its similar services. However, such an assump-
tion may not always hold under various circumstances. Moreover, because a new
service usually has multiple characteristics, each of which can relatively reflect
its future performance to some extent. How effectively each characteristic can
represent the new service’s reputation is usually unclear in real-world situations.
Therefore, we investigate that reputation bootstrapping should only depend on
the assumptions that can be practically validated in particular cases. Other-
wise, the validity of the assumptions should be studied, i.e., determining which
characteristic can more effectively reflect new services’ future reputations.
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Service composition provides an elegant means to aggregate services to pro-
vide a value-added service that meets consumers’ complex requirements. Repu-
tation bootstrapping for composite services is a key challenge because the cor-
relation between the performance of a composite service and that of its corre-
sponding component services is unclear and may vary case by case. Whether the
reputation of a composite service can be represented by those of its component
services may usually be unknown in practice. Therefore, such a correlation should
be studied in a particular case, and cannot be taken as a common assumption
for reputation bootstrapping. Furthermore, although the reputations of a com-
posite service and its component services are quite correlated, the reputation
bootstrapping for composite services is more challenging than that for atomic
services. It needs to be addressed in the following three cases: (1) reputations of
component services are available; (2) reputations of component services are par-
tially available. (3) reputations of component services are totally unavailable. In
the first case, an effective reputation bootstrapping approach should first deter-
mine the effectiveness of reputation correlation between a composite service and
its component services, and then identify the specific correlation between each
other. For the other cases, reputation bootstrapping for atomic services should
be performed first to predict the unavailable reputations of component services.
The first-case approach is then applied for further bootstrapping. In this paper,
we focus on the first case. The other cases will be discussed in our future work.

In this paper, we study reputation bootstrapping in composite service envi-
ronments. Our main contributions are summarised as follows:

1. We propose a novel service reputation bootstrapping approach by consider-
ing multiple characteristic factors1 which may implicitly represent new ser-
vices’ future reputations. Our approach does not rely on particular empirical
assumptions. Instead, a data-driven method is proposed to explore the impor-
tance of reputation-related factors in terms of particular cases.

2. A layer-based bootstrapping framework is proposed, which aims to quanti-
tatively model the importance of reputation-related factors. The proposed
framework can easily be extended to a general case. That makes the frame-
work compatible with diverse situations in service-oriented environments.

3. We define confidence which describes the reliability of new services’ boot-
strapped reputations. The notion confidence would help consumers make a
more comprehensive evaluation on reputation bootstrapping.

4. We conduct experiments based on a real-world dataset from GitHub to eval-
uate the proposed approach. The experimental results demonstrate the fea-
sibility and outperformance of our work.

Motivating Scenario: the problem of reputation bootstrapping is illustrated
using a real-world scenario of a mobile application company which provides a
location-based review service through an app (e.g., Foursquare App2).

1 To avoid ambiguity, we use the term “factor” to represent “inherit characteristic” in
the rest of this paper.

2 foursquare.com.

http://foursquare.com
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Fig. 1. The Motivating Scenario

The company outsources the sub-functional modules from an open-source
software platform (e.g., GitHub) to reduce development cost. By composing
these sub modules, the company can offer its own review service to a mar-
ket. Although the newly developed service has no past performance records, it
has multiple characteristic factors to represent its future reputation. The fac-
tors include the reputation of its provider (the company), the reputation of the
community (e.g., Google Play) it belongs to, the reputations of similar review
services, the past performance records of its sub modules, etc. In this scenario, we
consider the review service as a composite service whose component services are
the sub modules. Figure 1 illustrates the scenario. The review service is composed
of three sub modules. In practice, the sub modules of a repository at GitHub are
specified in a .gitmodules file. The review service and its sub modules have their
distinct providers. On the other hand, there are a number of users for each ser-
vice. They consume the services and provide feedback (e.g., the star reputation
system at GitHub3) for service performance assessment. In addition, a service
may belong to a community which may be a reputable commercial company or
a certified organisation. For example, some open-source repositories at GitHub
belong to Google. In this scenario, although the review service has no histori-
cal performance records, its reputation can be predicted according to multiple
factors, e.g., provider reputation, community reputation and component service
reputation. However, which factor is dominant in reputation representing is still
unclear. Our proposed approach focuses on determining the importance of factors
in reputation bootstrapping, and presents the confidence of every bootstrapped
reputation. As the data at GitHub contain all the features which can appear
in service-oriented environments, we employ a GitHub dataset to evaluate our
proposed approach.

3 help.github.com/articles/about-stars

http://help.github.com/articles/about-stars
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2 The Layer-Based Framework

In this section, we propose a layer-based framework to model the importance
of reputation-related factors of a service. Considering our motivating scenario,
the boostrapped reputation of the new review service can be computed based
on some implicit factors. Specifically, the factors are summarised as follows: a
reputable provider has a high probability of providing good services; a service
belonging to a reputable community may have good quality; a service composed
of good-performance component services tends to perform well since the quality
of its sub modules is satisfactory. Moreover, similar services may have similar
reputations in some cases. In this regard, service similarity can also be used to
predict new services’ reputations [14]. However, the importance degree of each
factor in representing service reputation is still unknown. In practice, the factor
importance may change in terms of different circumstances.

We propose a layer-based framework to quantitatively model the importance
of these reputation-related factors. Figure 2 describes the proposed framework
of reputation transfer among the factors. Each factor is modelled in a layer of
the framework. The main reason that we model the reputation-related factors
in a layer-based structure is to intuitively illustrate the importance of these fac-
tors. According to our motivating scenario, the framework consists of user layer,
provider layer, community layer, similar service layer and component service
layer, where the user layer outputs the direct reputation of a service, and all
the other layers reflect its indirect reputation. In this paper, we consider that
consumers’ feedback is the most reliable information to assess service reputation.
That is because feedback is generated based on the actual experiences of ser-
vice performance. Although there may exist biased or malicious feedback, user
feedback is still the most direct way to evaluate service reputation. Furthermore,
some studies [7,13] focus on credibility evaluation of user feedback to improve its

Fig. 2. The Layer-based Framework
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reliability. Consequently, the feedback from the user layer is employed to evaluate
the direct reputation of a service. The reputations computed from other layers
are taken as the indirect reputations of the service. Except for the user layer,
each of the other layers contains a reputation transfer process. The reputation
transfer processes are shown via arrow lines in Fig. 2. In a reputation transfer
process, the direct reputation of a new service is estimated through the indirect
reputations from other layers.

In particular cases, some reputation-related factors may be unavailable. For
example, if a service does not belong to any community, then community infor-
mation cannot be used to estimate its reputation. On the other hand, there may
also exist new factors, which are not included in Fig. 2. A new factor can be
modelled in a new layer of the framework. This guarantees the generality of our
reputation bootstrapping approach. The proposed framework can also be applied
for reputation bootstrapping of atomic services. This is equivalent to the case of
removing the component service layer from the framework.

The reputation-related factors may have different degrees of importance in
representing a service’s reputation. We model these factors in the framework by
following this rule: “the more important a factor is in reputation representing,
the higher layer it stays in”. Therefore, as aforementioned, we put the user layer
in the first place as it represents the direct reputation. The order of other layers
is not fixed, and depends on particular cases. The layer order is determined by
our data-driven bootstrapping approach introduced in the next section.

3 The Reputation Bootstrapping Approach

In this section, we first introduce the details of the proposed reputation boot-
strapping approach in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2, and then introduce confidence in
Sect. 3.3.

3.1 Reputation Evaluation

In this paper, the evaluation of service reputation is assumed to be performed
by aggregating users’ feedback during a particular period. We assume that user
feedback is converted into normalised numerical values in this paper. In [7],
Malik and Bouguettaya propose that service reputation evaluation should con-
sider multiple metrics, including rater credibility, personal preferences, temporal
sensitivity, majority ratings and past rating history. As reputation evaluation is
not the main contribution of this paper, we only consider users’ credibility of
giving feedback since it is the most influential factor in reputation evaluation.
In this regard, the direct reputation of a service is computed as follows:

rj =

∑
u(fu

j × cu)
∑

u cu
, (1)

where rj denotes the direct reputation of service j, fu
j denotes the feedback given

by user u to service j, and cu is the credibility of u.
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User credibility is usually computed in different ways under various circum-
stances. As we apply a GitHub dataset to evaluate our work (see Sect. 4), we
consider how to compute the credibility of GitHub users and reputations of
repositories. At GitHub, a user gives stars to other users to express his/her
appreciation on their work. Through this starring system, all users are connected
as a directed graph. Figure 3 illustrates an example of the star network. In this
network, if a user obtains more stars from others, he/she is considered more capa-
ble of giving fair feedback since many other users recognise his/her expertise. In
addition, a star given by a user who has more stars should be considered more
important than a star given by a user who has fewer stars. Given a star network,
we compute user credibility of giving feedback using PageRank [12], which is a
well-known approach to identify the importance of Web pages. In PageRank, a
Web page has a high rank if the sum of the ranks of the pages which cite it is
high. As a result, it is a recursive process to compute the importance of all pages.
Due to the space limitation, we omit the detailed process of applying PageRank
to compute the user credibility cu at GitHub. Furthermore, the GitHub users
also give stars to repositories. The direct reputation of a repository is computed
based on the number of stars it obtains. Every star is weighted by the credibility
of the user who gives the star.

Fig. 3. User Starring Network

3.2 Reputation Bootstrapping

Suppose a complete framework denoted as L contains all possible reputation-
related factors. L ⊆ L is a subset of L. L describes the situation where some of the
reputation-related factors for services may be unavailable. Let r denote the direct
reputation of a service. Our reputation bootstrapping approach aims to identify
a function R(L) = r̂ to make r̂ ≈ r, where r̂ is the bootstrapped reputation of a
new service, and is computed based on the reputation-related factors modelled
in L. Furthermore, our approach quantitatively determines the importance of
factors in reputation bootstrapping. Given the complete framework L, a function
I(L) =

⇀
i outputs a vector

⇀
i which contains the importance value of every factor
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in L. The functions R and I are learned based on the historical records of existing
services. A set of features are extracted based on the factor modelled in each layer
of L. For example, the factor “provider” is modelled in the provider layer of L, in
which several features related to service providers are extracted. These features
may include the reputation of a provider, the reputations of the provider’s past
services, the number of its services, etc. The features in every layer of L are then
collected and trained through a learning method to compute functions R and I.

Function Learning : we apply Random Decision Forest [2], which is an ensem-
ble learning algorithm based on Decision Tree, to determine the functions R and
I. The standard Random Forest algorithm is modified to apply to our work.
The reason to adopt Random Forest is: (1) in comparison with the complete
framework L, some reputation-related factors may be unavailable in a particular
case L, i.e., L ⊆ L. Random Forest can naturally handle various cases of incom-
plete factors through a feature bagging process [2]; (2) Random Forest can easily
compute feature importance in a learning process. As a result, the importance of
each reputation-related factor can be computed by summing up the importance
value of every feature in each layer of L; and (3) the efficiency of Random Forest
is very high in training and prediction processes, compared to most of other
learning algorithms.

Algorithm 1. Forest Building for Reputation Bootstrapping
Input:

the training set N containing n samples;
the complete layer-based framework L;
the set {Li} containing all possible subsets of L, where Li ⊂ L;
the feature set F containing all features in L;
the feature set Fi for Li, where Fi ⊂ F .

Output: the structure of a decision forest.
1: for each Li ∈ {Li} do
2: for t = 1 . . . T (T is the number of times of bagging.) do
3: Sample Bagging: randomly select samples from N with replacement for n times to form a

new sample set Nt
i ;

4: Feature Bagging: randomly select features from Fi to form a sub feature set ft
i ;

5: Tree Building: build an unpruned decision tree trt
i based on Nt

i and ft
i .

6: end for
7: end for
8: Build a standard random forest {trt′} containing trees denoted as trt′

based on N and F ;

9: return a decision forest FR based on the combination of {trt
i} and {trt′ }.

In the standard tree bagging process [2] of Random Forest, data samples and
data features are randomly selected with replacement from the original dataset.
The random selection process is repeated several times to form a number of
subsets of data. A decision tree is built based on each subset. All of these trees
form a forest. The result of a prediction is the aggregation of the results obtained
from all the trees in the forest. The randomness and aggregation in Random
Forest improve prediction accuracy and effectively control overfitting. In our
work, we modify the standard bagging process in order to deal with various cases
of L. For every possible L, a corresponding sub forest is built only based on the
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reputation-related factors modelled in L before the standard bagging process.
If a service can only be modelled in a particular L according to its factors, its
future reputation is predicted only through the sub forest that is built on L. For
example, a new composite service only has the information of its provider and
component services. It is reasonable to bootstrap its reputation only based on a
particular L consisting of a provider layer and a component service layer. On the
other hand, the importance of all possible reputation-related factors is learned
based on the complete framework L.

Compared to standard Random Forest, the bagging process of our modified
forest consists of two steps:

1. Build a sub forest for every possible L ⊂ L, where each sub forest is a standard
random forest which is built on L only.

2. Build a standard random forest based on L.

The whole forest for reputation bootstrapping is the combination of the decision
trees built in Steps 1&2. Algorithm 1 presents the details of the forest building
process. Lines 1–7 describe the sub forest building process in Step 1, where Lines
2–7 is a standard bagging process in Random Forest. Lines 8 and 9 describe the
process in Step 2. In the end, a forest-based reputation prediction model is built
by training actual data. The sub forest building in Step 1 effectively addresses the
real-world situations where only partial reputation-related factors are available
for service reputation bootstrapping.

Note that we apply classification trees in our proposed approach rather than
regression trees. The reason is that a reputation value of a service usually needs
to be mapped into a trust degree to describe how possible the service performs
satisfactorily. A trust degree is typically represented by a probabilistic tuple
(belief, uncertainty, disbelief ) [5]. In this regard, classification trees are more
suitable and easier to map reputation values into a trust degree.

Factor Importance : Random Forest has the ability to rank feature impor-
tance in a training process. Given a decision forest FR, the importance of every
reputation-related factor is determined by aggregating the importance values of
all the features belonging to the factor. In a ready-trained decision tree, every
node of the tree contains a part of samples. Except for leaf nodes, every node
is split into two child nodes in order to make similar samples stay in the same
node. Every split is performed according to a condition on a single feature. The
optimal condition is determined by sample “impurity”, which describes the con-
fusion degree of samples in a node. The training process of a decision tree is
to determine how quickly each feature can reduce sample impurity until similar
samples stay in the same node. Therefore, in a single decision tree, the unnor-
malized importance of a feature can be defined as follows:

importance = imn × sn − iml × sl − imr × sr, (2)

where im denotes impurity values, s denotes the number of samples in a
node. n, l and r respectively denote the current node, its left child node and right
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child node. The impurity values are typically computed through Gini impurity or
information gain [2]. The unnormalised importance values are then normalised,
i.e., make the sum of the importance of all features equal to 1. The global
importance of features in a decision forest is the average of the importance of
features computed in every single tree. Let importancef denote the importance
of a factor f in FR built on L; importancei

f denotes the importance of a feature i
belonging to f . The importance of f in reputation bootstrapping is the sum of
the importance of all the features belonging to it:

importancef =
∑

i

importancei
f . (3)

Through factor importance, the order of layers in L can be determined. Con-
sequently, the bootstrapped reputations computed based on more important
factors are considered more reliable.

3.3 Confidence of Bootstrapped Reputations

We propose confidence to describe how much a bootstrapped reputation is reli-
able. The confidence of a bootstrapped reputation is denoted as a tuple (a, e),
where a represents the overall accuracy of reputation bootstrapping in a partic-
ular case (i.e., for a particular L), and e describes the uncertainty of the boot-
strapped reputation of a particular service. For example, suppose a new service s
only has its provider information and community information. Its reputation-
related factors are modelled in a framework Lpc which is composed of a provider
layer and a community layer. After training a decision forest FR through Algo-
rithm 1, a is the prediction accuracy computed from the sub forest which is built
on Lpc. The accuracy a describes the general accuracy of reputation bootstrap-
ping in the case of Lpc. a is computed as follows:

a =
The number of correctly predicted samples

The total number of samples
. (4)

On the other hand, e is computed based on the probability estimate of the
bootstrapped reputation of s. In a decision tree, given a particular sample, the
probability of every class to which the sample belongs can be estimated. Suppose
there exist c classes. After the tree training, a sample s (i.e., service s) is finally
classified into a leaf node l. The probability of s belonging to a particular class
C is computed using Laplace estimate [9] as follows:

Probability Estimate =
The number of samples belonging to C in l + 1

The total number of samples in l + c
.

(5)
This probability estimate is suitable for balanced datasets, i.e., the number

of samples belonging to each class is approximately equal. In this paper, we use
a balanced dataset to evaluate the proposed approach.

In a random forest, the overall probability estimate of every class to which
s belongs is the mean probability estimate of all the trees. e describes how
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Table 1. Dataset Statistics

Data Type Statistic

The number of repositories 4715

The number of repositories

with sub modules

417

The average number of sub

modules per repository

1.28

The minimum number of stars

a repository obtains

1

The maximum number of stars

a repository obtains

9992

Fig. 4. The Distribution of Stars

certainly the bootstrapped reputation of s belongs to a particular reputation
class, and is a necessary amendment for a. For example, suppose there are
three reputation classes for services, which are represented by “bad”, “fair”
and “good”. The probability estimate for s is (0.2, 0.6, 0.2). Another new service
s′ is bootstrapped under the same circumstance. The probability estimate of s′

is (0.1, 0.9, 0). Although the predicted reputation class of s and s′ is the same
(i.e., “fair”), the uncertainty of their predictions is not equal. The prediction of
s is less reliable than that of s′ since the probability of s belonging to “fair” is
smaller than that of s′. To this end, we use the entropy of a probability estimate
to quantitatively describe the uncertainty e:

e = −
∑

j

p(Cj) log p(Cj), (6)

where p(Cj) denotes the probability estimate of a new service’s bootstrapped
reputation belonging to a particular reputation class Cj . The higher e is, the
more unreliable the bootstrapped reputation is. It should be noted that, the
effectiveness of e representing uncertainty of reputation bootstrapping is influ-
enced by the bootstrapping accuracy a. If a is quite low, the effectiveness of e is
low as the bootstrapping model learned via Algorithm1 cannot output correct
probability estimates. Even if such a situation occurs, a is still an effective metric
to evaluate the confidence of reputation bootstrapping.

4 Experimental Results

We conduct a set of experiments to evaluate the proposed reputation bootstrap-
ping approach. These experiments show: (1) the importance levels of reputation-
related factors; (2) reputation bootstrapping accuracy; and (3) the effectiveness
of reputation bootstrapping uncertainty e.
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4.1 Experiment Setup

Dataset : we collect the data from GitHub via its RESTful API4 that pro-
vides an access to all public repositories. The collected information contains
the reputation-related factors which can appear in a general composite service
environment. We assume that a repository is a service. If a repository has sub
modules, its sub modules are considered as its component services. The multiple
contributors of a repository is considered as a whole entity, which is the provider
of the repository. At GitHub, every repository has an owner that can be a user
or an organisation. An owner can have multiple repositories. We assume that
the owner of a repository is a community. In addition, similar repositories with
the same keywords can be identified through the semantic search function pro-
vided by the API. The keywords are extracted from repository descriptions by
removing stop words and duplicated words.

After analysing the GitHub data, we discover that the number of stars of a
repository follows a Pareto (long tail) distribution that is illustrated in Fig. 4.
As can be seen, most of repositories have been given quite few stars. The num-
ber of repositories having a particular number of stars is quite imbalanced. An
imbalanced dataset would bring bias in prediction accuracy evaluation. To avoid
such bias, we collect the approximately same number of repositories from five
different reputation intervals. Every reputation interval represents a reputation
class to which a repository can belong. The dataset contains 4715 repositories,
in which 417 repositories have sub modules. At GitHub, most of repositories
with sub modules have zero star. The repositories with zero star cannot provide
effective information. Therefore, we only keep the repositories having at least
one star in the dataset. This also indicates the small proportion of repositories
with sub modules in the dataset (i.e., only 417 from 4715 repositories). In addi-
tion, we find that most of the repositories with sub modules have only one sub
module. Table 1 reports the statistics of the GitHub dataset.

We apply the reputation evaluation approach introduced in Sect. 4.1 to com-
pute the reputations of either repositories or users. The actual reputations of
repositories are taken as a ground truth to evaluate whether the proposed app-
roach can accurately bootstrap service reputation.
Model Learning : we build a framework based on Fig. 2. The features are
extracted from each layer of the framework:

– There is one feature in the provider layer: the average reputation of top-
10 contributors of a repository. The reputations of these contributors are
weighted by the numbers of their commits.

– There are three features in the community layer: the reputation of the owner
of a repository, the average reputation of the owner’s other repositories, and
whether the owner is a user or an organisation.

– There are two features in the similar service layer: the average reputation of
Top-5 similar repositories, and the average reputation of the owners of similar

4 developer.github.com/v3.

http://developer.github.com/v3
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repositories. The reputations of the similar repositories and their owners are
weighted by the similarity scores computed by the search API.

– There are two features in the component service layer: the average reputation
of sub module repositories, and the average reputation of the owners of sub
module repositories.

80% of the dataset forms a training set. The rest forms a test set. We apply
Algorithm 1 to build a decision forest. We evaluate the proposed approach
by comparing the predicted reputations of repositories and their corresponding
actual reputations.

Table 2. The Importance Level of Factors

Features Normalised Importance

Provider Layer: 0.238

Average reputation of contributors 0.238

Community Layer: 0.722

Reputation of the owner 0.127

Average reputation of the other repositories of the owner 0.532

User or organisation 0.063

Similar Service Layer: 0.024

Average reputation of similar repositories 0.013

Average reputation of the owners of similar repositories 0.011

Component Service Layer 0.016

Average reputation of sub modules 0.010

Average reputation of the owners of sub modules 0.006

4.2 Results

Factor Importance : in the first experiment, we explore which factor plays an
important role. Table 2 reports the normalised importance of the factors on the
GitHub dataset through model learning. The results demonstrate that the factor
community is the dominant factor to predict service reputation. Consequently,
it is more reliable for reputation bootstrapping of new services. In contrast,
the other factors are insignificant. An interesting finding is that, in the provider
layer, the reputations of the contributors of a repository do not directly influence
the reputation of the repository. The importance of the factor provider is only
0.238. In addition, the reputation of the owner of a repository also has low
importance (0.127). On the contrary, the reputations of the other repositories of
the owner has very high importance (0.532). This phenomenon may be caused
by the starring system at GitHub. The stars given to a user may more greatly
reflect his/her social relations (following or followed at GitHub) rather than
his/her reputation on project development. Instead, his/her past experiences
more effectively reflect his/her ability on providing valuable repositories.
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Fig. 5. User Starring Network

The experimental results also show that the factors similar service and com-
ponent service have quite low importance in reputation prediction. The possible
reasons may include: (1) semantic similarity cannot be applied to group reposi-
tories with similar reputations; and (2) the reputation of a composite repository
is more influenced by its own developers rather than its sub module repositories.

Bootstrapping Accuracy : In the second experiment, we evaluate the reputa-
tion bootstrapping accuracy of our approach. We apply the proposed approach
in five cases, i.e., consider all the reputation-related factors and consider every
single factor (provider, community, similar service and component service). In
addition, we compare our approach to a baseline approach that applies the inher-
itance mechanism proposed in [11]. The baseline approach uses the past repu-
tations of the existing services of a provider to bootstrap the reputation of the
provider’s new service.

We use the metrics accuracy, precision and recall to illustrate the compar-
ison results. Figure 5 demonstrates that the accuracy of our approach is quite
low in terms of the factors similar service and component service. The accu-
racy is slightly higher than that of random guessing (approximate 0.2 due to
five classes with approximately equal size). The accuracy in terms of the fac-
tor provider is higher, but only 0.452. As the dominant factor, the accuracy in
terms of community is much higher and reaches approximate 0.88. In addition,
the baseline approach is equivalent to reputation bootstrapping based on the
feature average reputation of the other repositories of the owner. This feature
is in the community layer, and its importance is very high (0.532). Therefore,
the bootstrapping accuracy of the baseline approach reaches approximate 0.82.
However, it is still 8% lower than the accuracy of our approach in terms of all the
factors (0.907). The comparison results demonstrate that the more important
a reputation-related factor is, the more accurate the reputation bootstrapping
in terms of the factor is. Compared to the baseline approach which only takes
a single factor into account, our reputation bootstrapping approach considers
multiple factors and is able to identify the most important factor. Therefore,
our approach is more adaptable under diverse circumstances.
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Fig. 6. Evaluation of e

Evaluation of e: In the last experiment, we evaluate the effectiveness of the
proposed bootstrapping uncertainty e. For every sample in the dataset, we con-
duct reputation bootstrapping and compute its e using Eq. (6). All the e values
are sorted in a descending order. The maximum and minimum values of e are
used to build an uncertainty interval [Min(e), Max(e)]. The interval is equally
divided into several sub intervals. We collect all the samples whose reputations
are not correctly bootstrapped. The number of incorrectly reputation bootstrap-
ping in every uncertainty sub interval is counted. We compute the proportion of
incorrectly reputation bootstrapping in each sub interval over the total number
of incorrectly bootstrapping. The proportions are shown in Fig. 6. The results
demonstrate that most of incorrectly bootstrapping has a high value of e. Over
99% of incorrectly bootstrapping has an e over 0.5. The overall trend indicates
that the higher an uncertainty e is, the more unreliable a bootstrapped repu-
tation is. Although the trend fluctuates in particular cases due to reputation
prediction errors, the overall trend remains stable.

5 Related Work

The approaches of reputation or trust bootstrapping are typically classified
into three categories: characteristic-based, guarantee-based and trial -based
approaches. We briefly overview the principal related work in these three areas.

Characteristic-based Approaches: this category of approaches focuses on
predicting a new service’s future reputation via its reputation-related charac-
teristics. In [11], a reputation bootstrapping model is proposed through three
mechanisms: inheritance, referral and guarantee. The inheritance mechanism
uses provider reputation to predict service reputation; the referral mechanism
uses community reputation to estimate service reputation; the guarantee mecha-
nism is a guarantee-based approach which allows a new service to provide a com-
mitment for its future performance. In [1], a trust bootstrapping approach is pro-
posed in a multi-agent environment based on the notion stereotype. A stereotype
is learned from past experiences to describe the correlation between an agent’s
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characteristics and its expected probability of good performance. This approach
does not consider concrete characteristics and their corresponding importance
in trust bootstrapping. In [14], a trust bootstrapping approach is proposed for
Web services based on a tagging system. The system allows users to tag different
services which they are interested in. Therefore, similar services can be identified
through the tagging system. The trustworthiness of a new service is predicted
according to the similarity of other services with common tags. In addition, some
approaches assign a single population statistic as the bootstrapped reputation
or trust for every new entity. In [3] and [16], the mean trust value and the mini-
mum trust value of the whole system is assigned to every newcomer respectively.
None of the above studies take factor/characteristic importance and bootstrap-
ping confidence into account.

Guarantee-based Approaches: this category of approaches allows a newcomer
to provide evidence to guarantee that it will offer good performance. The guar-
antee can be the referral from other trustworthy parties [4,8,10]. The referral
also requires past transactions between newcomers and the trustworthy parties.
However, this requirement can be hardly meet in practice as newcomers may be
quite new without any historical transaction records. Another way to obtain a
guarantee is to ask a newcomer to offer a monetary commitment before trans-
actions [6,11]. In such a case, if the newcomer performs unsatisfactorily, it will
lose money. This also requires a centralised authority to manage monetary com-
mitments.

Trial-based Approaches: this category of approaches gives a newcomer a trial
period to build its reputation. In this period, newcomers are allowed to make
transactions with other parties under some restrictions. In [8], a newcomer can
only make transactions with the selected parties that have high credibility. In
addition, the full transaction payment can be obtained only when the trial period
finishes. The newcomer’s reputation is then computed based on its performance
during the trial period. In [15], the trust patterns of service performance are
first modelled through Hidden Markov Model (HMM) based on the prior obser-
vations of the entire service population. The performance of a new service is
then evaluated during a trial period to obtain its specific trust pattern.

Our proposed approach is classified into the characteristic-based category.
Compared to the other two categories, it requires no extra process (e.g., com-
mitment management or a trial period). As a result, it is more practical and
easier to achieve in real-world situations.

6 Conclusion

This paper proposed a novel reputation bootstrapping approach in composite
service environments. The proposed approach is based on a number of factors
which may implicitly reflect new services’ future reputations. We introduced a
layer-based framework where the importance of these factors are modelled. A
data-driven approach based on a modified version of Random Forest was pro-
posed to quantitatively determine the importance of the factors and predict new
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services’ reputations. The proposed framework can also be extended to a general
case, and thus can effectively deal with diverse reputation-related factors in real-
world situations. In addition, the notion confidence was proposed to describe the
reliability of bootstrapped reputations. In our experiments, we demonstrated the
effectiveness of our approach using a GitHub dataset.
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